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but i thought it deserved a mention, so here it is, the first words out of autodesk university. and, there was no question that i was asking but did so with an open mind. the vice president of global channels at autodesk felt that while autodesk university "can be a place where you can learn a lot of great technical information", the real value was the networking and extending
the community. and, with the networking and community aspect, you would be hard pressed to determine if someone is a real user or not. so yeah, about me. im currently traveling around europe and the middle east and after some brief observations (ive been traveling with a windows laptop and an iphone. while the hardware is solid, it does make for an odd assortment), its

important to remember that there are equal amounts of hardware and software benefits to be had from a mac. if youre hesitating on the mac path, think again. both solidworks and catia are able to run on both platforms and when it comes to application compatibility, theres not a lot of difference between programs on the two operating systems. since both autocad and
inventor are equally good, if you cant decide, then you should go with the route that makes the most sense for you: do you spend most of your time in a design environment? if so, then autocad and solidworks will do well in this environment, but if youre a programmer or a user of the office suite, then inventor and catia will do better for you. autocad for example, is the

program of choice for cad (computer aided design) users, cad engineers and technicians who design all types of components or products. its interface includes schematics, 2d drawings, digital slices, animations and modeling, etc. the design flows from screen to screen very smoothly and many users feel completely at ease right from the start.
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